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Bringing CMMC to the European Defense Industry Base
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The Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification Center of Excellence ( CMMC COE ), hosted 
by the Information Technology Acquisition Advisory Council (IT-AAC), a public-private 
partnership serving the public and private sectors for more than 15 years, in collaboration 
with the UK’s Parava Security Solutions representing the CMMC-COE in Europe, is excited 
to announce a partnership with Gerico Security SRL through a Memorandum of 
Understanding to expand presence across Italy and Europe. 

This unique partnership represents an agreement to jointly drive education, awareness, 
and adoption of the CMMC standard and other cybersecurity measures to improve 
protection and resilience of the global supply chain that supports the Defense Industrial 
Base network of contractors, partners, vendors, and suppliers around the world. 

Through this bold collaboration, the parties will pursue initiatives that are mutually 
beneficial and deemed critical to the broad adoption and embrace of the CMMC, NIST 
standards, and cybersecurity best practices including:

 Sourcing of Senior qualified CMMC/Cyber professionals (both DoD and industry) 
serving as distinguished guest lecturers in selected events and seminars.   

Co-sponsorship of selected/approved webinars to gain a prospective on technology 
and business trends and giving insight to help propagate innovation that leads to crafting 
better industry proposals in response to DoD requirements.   

Co-Developing CMMC/Cyber Training and Education programs that will accelerate 
CMMC certification AND improved cyber protection and resilience

“This is exciting opportunity for us”, said Mr. John Weiler, Chairman of the Board at 
CMMC Center of Excellence, “This new partnership will further help advance the goals 
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and objectives for improving the supply chain security and resilience of the US Department 
of Defense (DoD)”.

 “This is a great moment for the deployment of cyber security and CMMC for the European 
Defense Industry Base. said Andy Watkin-Child of Parava Security Solutions, who 
also leads the CMMC COE EU. Having Gerico as a Partner in Italy brings their unique 
cyber security skills to support companies within one of Europe’s Largest Defense Partners 
deploy CMMC and cyber Security”.

 “We are proud of the strategical and cultural relationship between our Countries within 
which this agreement can be considered to be a missing peace. In an era of asymmetric 
cyber warfare, cybersecurity is the primary defense tool of the western industrial systems 
and, we believe that the CMMMC model will be used within both the defense and civilian 
sectors”, said Mr. Giustino Fumagalli, CEO of Gerico Security.

Gerico Security SRL is the CMMC’s reference point in Italy. Through the CMMC-COE and 
PARAVA agreement, Gerico is aimed at supporting the main defense parties on both sides 
of the Atlantic and is aimed at defining and achieving high levels of cybersecurity both on 
large and small Italian companies belonging to the DoD’s Defense Industrial Base.

Gerico Security is an Italian center of excellence in advisory on information & cyber 
security, business continuity, internal and third-party audit and security inspection 
activities. Gerico supports private organizations in business process certifications through 
the provision of turn-key projects of Governance Risk & Compliance. 

For more information on the CMMC COE, please visit http://cmmc-coe.org email 
info@cmmc-coe.org or call 703-863-3766 

For more information on the CMMC COE EU, please visit https://cmmc-eu.com/ 

For more information about Parava Security Solutions, please visit 
https://www.parava.org/ 

For further information about Gerico Security, please visit www.gerico-sec.it or send an 
email to info@gerico-sec.it 

About Us 
----------
CMMC-COE.ORG is a unique non-profit public-private partnership, with a vision to 
accelerate Cybersecurity Maturity Model (CMM) adoption, and reduce time & cost for 
security compliance for our partners by leveraging commercial best practices, CMMC 
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standards, and innovative solutions for a measurable success. Our mission, focused on 
DOD mission objectives, cost containment and expeditious CMMC compliance, is to help 
the DIB improve cyber posture and resilience, and simplify its acquisition. 

The CMMC-COE is hosted by the Information Technology Acquisition Advisory Council (IT-
AAC), a public/private partnership (P3) chartered in 2007 as an honest broker to reach 
outside the confines of the Federal IT advisories that lack dynamic reach into the Global IT 
Market, and dedicated to the adoption of commercial IT management standards of practice 
and innovations emanating from the Global IT market. Team IT-AAC has already 
demonstrated the value of its decade long investment, and provides a unique value to 
agencies seeking to achieve accelerate the transformation of legacy processes and 
systems. Our Just-in-Time SMEs apply an innovative suite of Technology Business 
Management and Agile Acquisition Processes needed to assure the business value of 
commercial IT. 

The Interoperability Clearinghouse (ICH), is the managing partner that make up the 24 
NGO/SDO organizations that make up the IT-AAC.  ICH provides the contract vehicles, 
clearances, and critical resources proven to guide sustainable, measurable and repeatable 
processes needed to drive better investment decisions as the speed of mission need, while 
aligning existing processes, methods and workforce with IT reform mandates contained in 
Clinger Cohen Act, FITARA, IT MGT Act, EO13838.
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